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Urban‑Hinterland Interaction : Urban Wastes and the Ecosystem of Lake Suwa
Tokio 0KINO

S!nce 1977, we, members of the Ecosystem Dynam‑

areund the lake started to inquire into tke possib}e

ics Research Group of japan, have been conducting

inesures to cleaR the lake in 1966, and with the kelp of

research in Environmental Science in pursuit of the

the scientjsts and technicians, worked out a pJan of

better harmony between natural and humaR life. We

waste water disposal through a sewage system, aRd

belefig to a small group tkat studies seme specific areas

finally in Octorber l979, part of the sewage plant start‑

with closed waters such as, to mention only the lake

ed to operate.

areas, the areas of Lake Kasumigaura and Lake Suwa,

The purpose of our research is to investigate and

both of which are the typical eutrophic lakes in Japan,

stgdy the process of the recevery of tkis eutrophicated

and the area of Lake Biwa, whichis one of the meso‑

}ake, to clarify the mechanism of the eutrophication

trophic lakes as well as the biggest lake of Japan, and,

and to preestimate, if possib!e, the future trephic level

lastly, Lake Nakaneumi, a brakish lake, where some

of Lake Suwa. 'I'kis research is based upon the idea that

construction work is going on to change into a fresh

the sewerage p}an is a social experiment with a purpose

water lake.

of the recovery of tke eutrophicated lake. At tke same

Today I'm going to talk ahout the Lake Suwa area,

time our research intends to study how te feed the fruits

where there is a large sca}e sewerage construction plan

of our re$earch back to the community, and how to put

underway to clean the eijtrophicated lake. Lake Suwa

the local governments, the inhabitants and the resear‑

is one of the most eutrophicated lakes ln Japan, but at

chers into cooperation to attain egr final purpose of

￡he same time it is the lake abeut which a great amottnt

improving the environment which is Rovv a big social

ef research materials have been accumulated since the

problems for us all. Since our research is still in pro‑

beginning of tke 2eth century. Around that time, this

gress, however, I cannot offer any deffinite conclusion.

lake was categerized as a mesotrophic lake but gra‑

Today I'Il explain 1)'tke progress of eutrophication

dually the tyephic level became higher as the human

in Lake Suwa from l9ee to the present time, 2) the

activities in the watershed area, such as agriculture,

present nutrients loads in the watershed area, 3) the

tourism, the manufacturing of silk, precision products

prospect of the fut"re change in the lake water.

and brewage, became more active. In addition to that

Photograph 1 is a panoramic view of Lake Suwa

the population increased constantly. Since the 1960's tke

wkich I'm going to talk about today. In summer tirne it

high growth of Japanese economy has exerted a great

turns green all over as you can see in this pictgre

influence gpon Lake Sttwa and brought about such a

(Photo. 2). There is so much blue‑green algae in the;

change in the water cendition that it is now classified

water that the }ake loeks very like a grass laRd ac‑

as a hypertrophic lake. Every summer we can see what

cording to the remote sensing sent from an American

we call the water‑bloem pheRomenon caused by Micro‑

Resource Satellite. The iRkabitants ayound tke lake call

opistis, a kind of the blue‑gteen algae, for quite a long

the algae "Aoke" or tttke green powder", and the tour‑

period, from May to October.

ists who visit there sometimes mistake it for green

In order to cope wjth this situation, the inhabitants
" Faculty of Science Shinshu University

paint illegally thrown in.
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extremely eutrophicated lake as you saw in the photo‑

graph 2. It is a very shallow lake with the area of
l3.30km2. The length of its shore line is about 16km,

i,;‑

N

maximum depth of it is 6.5 meters, the mean depth is 4.1
meters, but the layer of sedimentation is reported to be

more 209 meters deep. About 20 small rivers and st‑
reams flow .
into the lake from the watersked, but the

)

Tenryu River is the only one outlet. The renewal time
of the lake water is about 50 days. Now I'II show you
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how Lake Suwa has uRdergone changes in the past 80
years in the following figures.

SiRce ￡he first scientific research of the lake was

conducted by Dr. Akamaro Tanaka in the 191e's, a
considerable number of scientists have carried on the
iRvestigations. The diagram of F2g.2 based upon their

‑I E
136 05

studies shows the change of transparency of the lake

Fig. 1. The location of Lake Suwa and other watersked

cal value of each year. As you can see from this dia‑

water. The upper line indicates the maximum numeri‑
areas wkich we chosed as tke objects of our research.

grarn, the maximum transparency was about 3 meters
and the minimum was about 1 meter in the I910's, but

Here you can Efoe the location of Lake Suwa, aRd
other watersked areas which we a}so chose as tke ob‑

about 1960 they sudden}y began to decline, and in the

summers of the 1970's, they a}most reachedOcm.

]ects of our research (Fig.1). The }ocation of Lake
3

Kasumigaura is about 60 km north east of Tekyo, the

‑cN

secoRd }argest lake in Japan, it is also suffering from

the eutrophication phenomena. Lake Biwa is the largest

iake in Japan, about IOO meters deep in its deepest
place, a very important iake as the source of water
supply for Kyoto, Osaka aRd other areas. Kowever, it
has also been suffering from eutrophication for years.
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The red water phenomenon caused by thqglema, a kind

:1

of ChrysomoRadida, and the problem of bad smell of

H
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the Sea of Japan. Now, they are planning to turn it into

fresh water lake by building a gate at the debouchrnent

to preveRt the sea water from comming in.
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service water are among the signs of eutrophicatSon.
Lake Nakanoumi is a brakish lake drainiRg itself into
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Fig. 2. The process of the change of transparency in
Lake Suwa since the 1900's.
(quote from a report by H. Hayashi and others, l98e)

Now, Lake Suwa of which I'm going to taik about
today, is a Iake situated in the center of Japan Proper.

To say more accurately, it is situated in the 163rd

196e was the year wheR Japan adopted the high

degree of east longitude, .and 36th degree of north lati‑

economic growth policy and our ecoRomic activities

tude. This is in the tectonic belt crossing the Japanese

were rapidly accelerated. The dec}iRe of transparency

Islands, and Lake Suwa is Qne of the tectonic lakes at

coincided witk the deerease of the disselved oxygen

the cliff on the west side of the belt. Although i￡ is
surrounded by the mountains and situated in a relati‑

content at tke bottom layer in the summer time, whick

veiy high land of 759 meters above sea level, it is an

is very interesting that in recent years, the discharge of

caused the decrease in shrimps and shells. However, it

3
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oxygen from great amount of ILdicroqystis has resulted in

tourists on account of its hot springs.

the reverse pheRomenon, tkat is, the recovery of the

OTi the other hand, 70 % of the watershed area with

conditions of oxygen at the bottom layer.

the size of 5i2 km2, is covered with forests and grass

}ands, l8% with cultivated fields (Fig 3). The main

Next, I'll show you the present conditions of the
watershed area of Lake Suwa. As you saw in the Photo.

components of the forests are summer greeft broad

1 of the panoramic view of the lake, the urban areas are

leaved forests and anificial Iarch forests, but in the

located very close to the shore line, and those urban

area hSgher tkan 2,90e meters above sea lgvel grow

areas contain quite a number of man!tfactories cen‑

subalpine coniferous forests. We measured the matter

nected with precision machinery industry and food in‑

balance of organic rnatter, nitrogeR and phosphorus in

dustry. Moreover, tkere are many hotels and restau‑

each of these three kinds ef forests as part of the re‑

rants around the lake, because this area attracts many

search on the eutrophication of the lake.
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Fig. 3. The map of the land use in the watershed of Lake Suwa. (quote from M Matsuda, unpublished.)

One‑half of the cultivated land is rice fields, the
other half is vegitable gardens. Especially for the vege‑
table gardens, they use a }ot of fertilizers, and coBse‑

of the results for the
the fores￡s, and we made full use
present research.

I'll show you the seasonal
changes of the standing

quently the drainage of nitrogen ingredients has beeR a

crop ef phytoplankton and the contents of nitrogen and

big problem. We measured the matter balance of nitro‑

phosphorus in l977, so that you may imderstand the

gen and phosphorus in the cultivated land, as we did in

present conditions of eutrophication ln Lake Suwa.
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Here is the standing crop of phytoplankton indi‑
cated by the amount of chlorophyll‑a (Fig. 4). It reaches

the peak in spring and summer, owing to diatoms such

P gfrn2
1,O

PrnglL
O,l5

as Asterionella and f;tfelosira during the spring time, and

owing to Microcystts in sumraer. The standing crop of
'

the phytoplankton is about 2eOmglm3 in average on
the basis of the amount of chlorophyll‑a, and in some

IP

QIO

O,5

panicular parts of the lake it reaches over 20eO mglm3.

aos

Accordingiy, the transparency in surnmer declines to '
20‑30 cm. In winter, the iake is usually frozen from the

end of December to February but the transparency is no
more than l.5 meters.
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Fig. 4. The seasonal change of the chlorophyll

amounts of Lake Suwa iR 1977.
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Fig. 5. The seasonal changes of tke concentration

of total inorganic Ri￡rogen and phosphate

phosphorus of Lake Suwa in l977. (quote

from the papers by N. Nakamoto (l978)
Here you can compare the seasoRal chaitges of the

and Y. Watanabe and others (l980).)

amount of nitrogen with that ef phosphorus in Lake

Suwa.
The concentrations of tke total nitrogen and tetal

summer is controled by nitrogen. Accordingly, Lake
Suwa at the preseRt time is understood to be a lake of

phosphorus remain all year rouRd at sttch a high trophic

the nitrogen lirnitSng type. This is ascertained by the

level as 2‑3 mgfL and O.2‑eA mg/L respectively, but

bioassay method (Nakamoto, I980), too.

most remarkable is the chaRge of the botli of concent‑

Kowever, teR years ago when IBP (International

rations in surnmer. As you can see in this diagram (Fig.

Biological Program) research was carried out here.

5), in recent years at the peaks of the growth of Micro‑

Lake Suwa obviousely belonged to tke phosphorus

qrstis in summer the amount of DIN (Dissolved lnor‑

limiting type. This means that Lake Suwa has changed

ganic Nitrogen) has become extremely small. On the

from the phosphorus limiting type to the nitrogen

contrary, the amount of DIP (Dissoved IBorganic Phos‑

limiting type. It is clear, therefore, that the cause of the

phorus) tends to remain unchanged. The decrease of

eutrophication of the lake is the drainage of the great

DIN is considered to be caused by the absorption of

amount of nutrients from the watershed area. So we

phytopiankton judging from the fact that at that time ef

collected the basic data by studying from what parts of

the year PON (Particulate Organic NitrogeR) and POP

the watershed area nitrogen and phosphorus ceme lnto

(Particulate Organic Phosphorus) have increased a

the lake, and how rnuch they are.

great deal (Fig. 6). The disappearance of 9IN is an

evide#ce that the growth of phytoplanktons in the

The sources of nutrients in the watershed area are
divided into Ie categories (Tab.l). Each basic figure is

Urban‑ginterland lnteraction : Urban Wastes and The Ecosystem of Lake Suwa.
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Flg. 6. The seasonal changes of the amounts of PON (Particulate
Organic Nitrogen) anG POC (Particulate Organic Carbon) of
Lake Suwa in 1977. (quote from the data by Y. Watanabe

and H. Hayashi)

of drajned nitrogen and phosphorus from fields we

Ralnfat[
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36.5
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obtained tkese values by using iysimeters and other
methods. These numerical values in the diagram indi‑
cate the effluent rates on the amounts of fertilization. I

wish te emphasize here that the effluent rate of nitro‑
gen reaches no less than 28% of the amounts of fertili‑
zation and one of the characteristics of this area is that

the type of a drained nitrogen is nitrate.

Fig.7 shows the total amouRts of nitrogen and
phosphorus at each of the sources in the watershed

Table 1. The basic figrires of the sources of nitro‑

gen aRd phosphorus irt the watershed

area of Lake Suwa. (Okino, T. and
others, 1981)

area, as wel} as their influx amounts into ￡he lake. TN

indicates total nitrogen and TP indicates total phos‑
phorus at each source. Fish culture is showR here sepa‑
rately, because it is practiced in the lake only for 15e

days from May to Octorber. As indicated kere very
almost unexceptionally based upon measuring in the

clearly the main sources of TN are cultivated fields and

watershed area of Lake Suwa, Those numerical values

sanitary plaRt. About 30% of TP is drained frora the

were obtained by the investigation and research by our

inhabitants' houses, which is of course, the greatest

project team. ORe of those categories, gas gush out of

source of TP. To sum up, most of nitregen seurces are

the lake and it is used as urban gas. As for the amowats

flat place as cultivated fields, while in the case ef

rokio oKINo

6

phosphorus, the sources teRd to be concentrated upon

treated accordmg te the standard activated s}udge

small points such as the inhabitants' house

method The treated water is planned to be dramed out
into the Tenryu River which is the only outlet of Lake

Suwa

otar

at"e
TN L6
TPII4

ietd lst6o tSthtvr 41tca hnt

To what extent will Lake Suwa recover wheR the

go ,N,g2g ,liE,?,8i, ts.i,‑?,rg,y,E,,:f'.C,,iEn,,t<,P)

,N ,g

sewerage system is completed? In order to solve this

Hot‑

sEmn

LPKE

RI,

TN 45

problem we made a preestimate through sifnulation

nlet Roduclpn1444xlclrriits
TotalO"ajffl$‑{i N3n6di7,4,‑gg%Z.Xr
TN42
Outflow

method Here I'll show you the modei we used for
simulation study (Fig9) Smce Lake Suwa with its

.2 6otgq,hrie

TNL64

sma}l depth and simple shore lme, is considered to be of

]

founst

Resi‑

the cornplete mixture type, we used a box model which

7Sl g dry Wtvit yr
559 Ni94 X,26S pua2 dil 3,'&gigrid,q,.' .9rig;,Dee

deat

is divided into two layers The influx water first comes

TP 117

Fig. 7. The total amounts of nitrogen and phos‑

mto the lower layer, and then it exchanges with the

phorus at each of tke sources in the
watershed area of Lake Suwa and the

water of the upper layer. Each of Layer is composed
with7components One of the features of the mode} is

amounts of loads (kglday) mto the lake

that the phytoplanktons are divided into two cate‑
gories, that is, Microc}6trs which is characteristic of

Tlte constrction of sewerage started in the urban

Lake Suwa and other kinds of phytoplanktons. 1iftcro‑

sections in the Lake Suwa watershed area m l971 m

cystrs is easy to float because of its small specific grav‑

order to stop the progress of eutrophication caused by

ity and it is difficult to be grazed by zooplanktons

the nutnents ioads from the watershed area, and even‑

These properties of Mcaroqystrs were in corpolated into

tually to recover the lake. The pro]ect area is shown in

the model

Fig.8. I￡ covers 4,627 ha and about 190,OOO inhabitants

Sewage will amount to 280,OOO ton a day and zt will be
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Flg. 10. The results of s2mulation study by changing
each load with the influx amounts of nitrogen
and phosphorus in 1977 as its criterion. (Okino,
T. and others, l981)

Fig. 9. The structure of the rnodel aRd the com‑

ponents in the box of model used for

amount of B4icroqystis. These resuits of the simulation

simu}ation study. (Okino, T., S. Hiratsuka

study suggest that Lake Suwa is of the nitrogen Xmit‑

and T. Tanaka, 1981)

ing type, as I pointed out before. The diagrarns below
them show what change will take place in the cases in

After we checked the model and corrected each

which the greater percentage of TN and TP is reduced.

parameter with coRsidera￡ion for the conditiens of the
lake in 1977, we made the following simulation study.

Eventualiy, we estimated that in order to reduce the

First, we tried to simijlate the change of the growth

one, the reduction rate of TN should be about 50 % and

amounts of phytoplankton, especially Micxocystis, by

that of TP should be about 7e %.

changing each }oad with the influx amounts of nitrogen

growth amount of Microct{stis to the half of the present

Tkis diagram skows how far the pecovery of the

and phosphorus in 1977 as its criterion. Fig. 10 shows

lake will be really accomp}ished by the concentration

the results of the simulation study. The broken line

of sewerage. As indicated here in the diagram, it is

indicates the growth amount of Microqystts, the fuil line

estimated that about 50 % of TN aAd 75 % ef TP wiil

the growth amount of ether kinds of phytoplankton.

be collected when the sewerage constrttction p}an new

For example, the second diagram from the top of

underway is completed. These rates are equivaient to

the left shows what wiil happen when TN stays un‑

the reduction rate which, asIshowed you in Fig. Il, is

changed, while TP is reduced to 50 % of the present

necessary to Iimit the growth amount of Microcystis in

load. In this case, as you can see here, no great change

summer to 50 %.

takes place in the condition of the lake. On the other

If the plant works a}l right the transparency will

hand, the diagram on the right shows the case in which

improved from the present 2e‑30 cm upto 6e‑70 cm and

TN is reduced to 50 %, while TP remains unchanged. In

the growth amount of Microcystis will be limited to 50

this case, we can recengnize some change in the growth

%, but this is possible on}y when we can remove TN

Tokie OKINO
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in the case of the Lake Suwa area, the inhabitants
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how we can clean the lake. FortuRately, tkere are a
number of civic activities for the purpose of adult edu‑

cation at the community centers of this area. As one of

these aduit education projects, ecak local government
sponsors a series of opeR lectures on the present con‑
ditions of the water pol}ution to give the inhabitants the

basic infoymation on the lake. Moreover there are
by the civic groups and mass media.
Anyway it is very irnportant for us researchers to
give the accurate scieRtific inforrnation on the Iake to
the inhabitants so that they can reaiize that the purifi‑

cation of the lake is their own problem, and that they

."tet

･i,i,･1,,/ii･i,..i,...,,,,..,,/･,1111/111IlllEif'

to convince them of why we have to clean the lake and

varieus kinds of "C2ean tke Lake" carnpaigns promoted

15"je"

49.9

tion of the lake through mass media. in order to carry
out the purification pian, however, it is very important

LGI<e Suwa

Load
TN 3226

have been given suf{icient in{ermatioa about the pollu‑

)"ecessGry Hpt Trecaraerk

can make fuil use of it iR their "C}ean the Lake" cam‑

'11l･l‑Is2L'tii･l,1//il,t･1･i'

tt ttt/t/ttt/t

/.1..

Fig. Il. This diagram shows how far the recovery of

the lake will be really accomplished by the
constructioR of sewerage
(Okino, T. and others, l98i)

palgns.

Such are the porjec￡s and activities proceeding in
and around Lake Suwa, a tiny lake on the earth. We,
sciefitists, are still seeking for the best possible ways of

doing research with the coeperation ef the i"habitants

around the lake, because our project is not noly a
and TP by improving the present method of treatment.

$cientific experSment but also a great social experiment

And thi$ means the great increase of the cost of tke

for us all.

plant construction and sewage treatment and inevitably
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